
Meet the Speakers  
(SUBJECT TO CHANGE)  

Dr. Robert Gilbert – Saturday evening, workshop Sunday afternoon  

Robert J. Gilbert Ph.D. is a former U.S. Marine Corps instructor in the  

Nuclear-Biological-Chemical Defense field.  He holds a Ph.D. in  

International Studies, and is a published author in that field.  Dr. Gilbert 

was the first person outside of Egypt to be authorized to teach the 

BioGeometry® system of energy analysis and balancing.  
  

Dr. Gilbert is the Founder and Director of the Vesica Institute for Holistic Studies, 

located in the beautiful mountains of Asheville N.C.  He has created a unified system of 

live & online trainings covering key information in Spiritual Science and Vibrational 

Science.  Dr. Gilbert also applies this precise system of Vibrational Science to analyze 

healing systems from around the world, including reclaiming the ancient science of 

using Stones and Crystals for profound healing and activation of the human energy 

system.  
  

Alicja Aratyn – Friday evening, workshop on Wednesday  

Alicja will change your life forever.  Environmental Engineer by education, 

Metaphysicist by passion, she researches Sacred Geometry shapes and their 

application in our life to help people reach higher level of their awareness.  She 

travels internationally to teach and consult. Her teachings are based on Ancient 

Egyptian School of Vibrations and Classic European School of Dowsing.  Alicja 

holds the title of Doctor of Metaphysics.  

  

Robert Alcorn   

Robert W. Alcorn, MD, is a psychiatrist in practice in Ohio. He has 

incorporated shamanic methods and energetic healing in his approach to 

patients' suffering. He is a graduate of Yale College in 1966. He received his 

medical degree at Case Western Reserve University in 1970 and studied 

psychiatry at University Hospitals of Cleveland, finishing his residency training 

in 1974. He is a certified Soul Detective.  He is the author of Healing Stories:  

My Journey from Mainstream Psychiatry toward Spiritual Healing. His website is 

www.dralcorn.us.  
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Dan Arseneau  

Dan earned psychology degrees from McGill University and the University of New Haven, where 

he discovered that academics have a limited understanding of human 

behavior. He was a teacher in higher education, an army combat veteran, 

and a human resources executive in healthcare. In addition to his dowsing 

practice, he is a Marconics Level IV Quantum Recalibration Practitioner, an 

Emotion Code Practitioner and teaches daylong seminars/ individual 

readings in Human Design. He has presented at Dream Barn Hollow, at the 

Living Water Chapter and at the 2017 Annual Convention.  

  

Brian Besco  

Brian Besco is a Master Builder of higher consciousness energy tools.  

Considered the world-leader in Tensor Technologies, furthering the work of 

Slim Spurling. Being a gifted seer and energy worker, Brian is also 

worldrenowned for his Soul-level planetary-ascension work. He owns 

Twistedsage Studios, a manufacturing facility in the Black Hills of South 

Dakota, which creates these leading-edge energy tools used in clearing, 

connecting,  

activating, and healing. Mentoring people worldwide on the creation of etheric-based tools, 

which are anchored into the physical through Sacred measurements.  

  

Nancy Bodenstein  

Dr. Nancy Bodenstein has been retired from Salem State College, 

Salem, MA after 30 plus years in the Music Department.  This led her to 

research music and healing, healthy nutrition, and toxins in our 

environment, in addition to Reiki and IET>  She has often presented at 

music conferences, American Society of Dowsers, Ozark Research 

Institute, and the Temple of Sakkara conference, and enjoys sharing 

and learning.  

  

John Butler  

John Butler is a Lifetime member of ASD. He is able to perceive the 

energies outside and inside people, and has been described as "one of 

the best clairvoyants on the East Coast". John has traveled the nation to 

present his discoveries – including lecturing at the New England School 

of Acupuncture and the Emperor's College of Oriental Medicine in Los  

Angeles. His unique combination of dowsing and clairvoyant work has  

led to many valuable discoveries and attracted clients from all over North America.  

  

  

 



Robert Callan  

In the fall of 2014, seeking a more creative outlet, Robert Callan began studying dowsing and 

completed the Marie Diamond Dowsing Certification. “I had an innate ability that made it natural 

for me. It was like recalling a talent that I had already fully developed.” In 

early 2015 Robert establish Dowsing Design, LLC and immediately 

began assisting home and business owners in curing and enhancing 

earth energies effecting their homes and office environments. 

Environmental dowsing can identify Positive and Negative Vortexes in 

our homes or business buildings. Environmental dowsing also identifies  

Geopathic Stress Lines, Interference Lines, Hartman and Curry Lines 

and through the application of cures, helps block or eliminate them from our homes and offices. 

Environmental dowsing helps shift and raise the energy frequency in our homes and businesses 

promoting improved health, wellbeing and success in our lives.  

  

Jini Cerio  

Jini Cerio is a Certified Holistic Health Practitioner, Certified the Emotion Code 

Practitioner, Reiki Master, and other modalities. 10 years of daily dowsing for 

myself, as well as assisting others. Over 30 years owning a floral shop.  

  

  

Curtis DeGroat  

Curtis DeGroat is a spiritual counselor and kirtan leader living in Manhattan. 

He has led meditation classes for 40 years and has been doing table-tipping 

demonstrations with Dr. Susan Shumsky for over 25 nationally.  

  

Brandon Dey  

Brandon’s first experience with dowsing came when at 10 years old, his father 

handed him a willow branch and instructed him to go into the yard and find 

water. Although he found success in this adventure, he did not pick up another 

dowsing tool for 20 years. In 2006, he was introduced to pendulum dowsing 

through the works of W. Woods, H. Kroger and R. Grace. Though he 

experienced great ease and success with the methods of these teachers, he  

found that around 3% of the time, the dowsing did not seem to yield the desired results. Being a 

consummate problem solver, he mentally filed the issues along with potential solutions until 

meeting someone who claimed to have a completely different system of dowsing, which was the 

answer for which he had been searching. He has spent the past 7 years working with and 

developing this system, and after the passing of his mentor, he is ready to introduce this method 

to all those who would like to add another valuable tool to their dowsing tool-belt.  

  

 



Diana Domingo  

Working with Diana, you are offered enhancement of connection with the sounds of the universe 

and your own voice – inner and vocalized – as well as its power and natural 

attributes. She helps to activate “Sonic Awareness”, Vocal Transformation & 

Metamorphosis by inspiring and guiding others to connect with and channel their 

inner symphony of frequency, light and sound vibration through vocal toning, 

creative expression, chanting + mantra, sacred instruments, soul tuning, 

movement and other ancient and modern methods. A Singer/Songwriter,  

Devotional + Creative Sound Practitioner and a Certified Yoga Instructor and has worked with 

hundreds of people and groups to connect with, raise, and direct their voice, creativity and 

vibrancy.  Diana holds a Master’s Degree in Jungian Depth Psychology from Pacifica Graduate 

Institute www.thesonicachannel.com  

  

Robert Egby  

Robert Egby is an author, novelist, and independent publisher of 12 books, two of 

them on dowsing. A certified hypnoanalyst, interfaith minister and an “investigative” 

dowser for over 40 years. Now 86, he is a veteran and award-wining international 

journalist and broadcaster, his favorite words are Who, What, When, Where and 

Why?” Currently researching for a book on geopathic stress zones, and learning 

Spanish to facilitate dowsing and historical research in Spain.  

  

Mary Farrell  

Mary has been a presenter of self-awareness concepts for over 20 years. Her area of 

interest and study include conflict resolution, human potential and metaphysical 

studies. Mary is a Certified Hypnotist and Holistic Health Counselor. Additionally, 

Mary has received training in a variety of areas including, the Silva Method, 

Esoteric Healing, Psych-K, Integrated Angel Therapy, Breathwork, Tarot, and 

Dowsing.  

Mary has attended the Power of Thought School, Warriors of the Heart training,  

Essential Peacemaking: Women and Men, Feng Shui, studied with Native  

American Teachers and more. She shares her knowledge to assist people with finding joy in life, 

achieving their goals and finding their own means of inner exploration. www.spiritualtools.info  

  

Laraine Flannery  

My name is Lara. I was born in Nashua, New Hampshire. I have two wonderful 

devoted sons and two grandsons along with two very beautiful granddaughters. 

I Came to New York in 1963, entered college and made my living with Real 

Estate and as an insurance Broker. Later I fell madly in love with all esoteric 

thinking. I have studied in detail Spiritual Astrology, Lexagrams, Numerology, 

Gnostic thinking. Studied Philosophy in college as I changed my profession in 

mid-life for Nursing. My goal in becoming a Nurse was to study Physiology and 

Anatomy, and to proof Dr. George Washington's Carey's work. (continued) 
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Worked as a nurse for 25 yrs.  Today I am very content and have no wants but to continue to 

study this great sacred science and to assist all those that want to take part in a new enlighten 

world.  

  

Tick Gaudreau  

Tick Gaudreau is a long time Dowser and member of ASD.  He teaches at 

the Basic Dowsing School most every year. He has written two dowsing 

books, Spirit Rescue: A Dowser’s Ghostly Encounters, and The Care and 

Treatment of Wild Energies.  Educated and practicing as an engineer, he 

incorporates as much real science into the field of dowsing as possible but 

does not discount the esoteric and spiritual dimensions. He is a member 

of the Mohawk and Hudson Dowsers.  

  

Jeff Gregory  

Trained in many mind/body modalities over the past 25 years including 

multiple color, light, and sound therapies including gongs, crystal singing 

bowls and pyramids, Tibetan bowls, and tuning forks. He has taught classes 

and performed sound immersion experiences in many states. He draws on 

his years of study of dowsing, color, light and his experience as a Reiki 

Master, doing Lightbody activations and Applied Kinesiology. He believes in  

the power of play and that learning should be a fun, joyful experience.  

  

Alice Harwood  

Alice Harwood grew up traveling, attending schools abroad, gaining appreciation for 

different cultures & alternative perspectives and recognizing universal connectivity 

and patterns throughout her experiences. In 1999, she settled in Vermont. In 2012, 

she became a Certified HeartMath® Trainer, in 2013, established S.P.A.C.E, Inc.  (A 

501(c)3 nonprofit featuring spiritual, practical, artistic, creative education) in Chester, 

VT. At the ASD Convention in 2014, she connected with Alison David-Bird, began 

hosting Marconics retreats and is an Advanced Marconics Practitioner serving 

Ascension.  She also served as president for the Living Waters Chapter of Dowsers, in 

Claremont, NH.  

   

Mark Hurwich  

Mark Hurwich uses body dowsing and Core Intention in a niched business 

coaching healers, entrepreneurs and other creatives who are “stuck.” (That is, 

there is something important they have the skills to do, but inexplicably cannot.) 

Examples include entrepreneurs leery of getting back in the saddle after a 

failure, job seekers afraid to network, and writers with writer’s block, and so on. 

Mark’s brings 34 years of partner-level coaching and consulting experience in  

strategy and strategy implementation at multinational firms including Monitor Group; (continued) 



IBM Healthcare; and Towers Perrin. Mark has a BS from MIT, MBA from Wharton, and over 1,200 

hours of training in NLP, Internal Family Systems, Akashic Records Consulting, and similar 

disciplines.  

  

Sandi Isgro  

I guess I have been working with earth energies all my life but never 

had words for what I knew or felt about certain land features until I 

discovered dowsing and coincidentally the labyrinth at the same time. 

Since then I have been creating, building, and teaching the Labyrinth 

now for 20 years. I belong to the Labyrinth Society and A.S.D and I 

have presented workshops at both conferences. I have my B.A. in Art  

Education and taught for 13 yrs. in various schools. I really enjoy teaching the labyrinth because 

it addresses not just the creative, but also the analytical and spiritual parts of the (continued) 

student. It never ceases to amaze me how much each Labyrinth teaches me and what they can 

do for all of us. Join me on the path!  

  

Ellen Kamhi  

Ellen Kamhi, PhD, RN, AHG, AHN-BC, The Natural Nurse® has been involved in  

Natural Medicine since 1973. Dr. Kamhi is a Medical School Instructor, teaching 

Botanical Pharmacology, offers online and onground Herbal Certification 

Programs, and leads EcotoursForCures.com to indigenous areas of the world. She 

is a professional member of the American Herbalist Guild (AHG), and is an 

(continued) adept at radionics and dowsing. Author of many books (continued) 

including The Natural Medicine Chest, Arthritis, The Alternative Medicine Definitive Guide, and 

radio host, Dr.  

Kamhi educates professionals and consumers about how to care for themselves Naturally!  

www.naturalnurse.com, www.Facebook.com/NaturalNurse   

  

David Kane  

I have a very mechanical, technical, problem solving background of nearly 50 

years and Riki has an extensive spiritual and dowsing background of over 50 

years.  We never set out to study gold but it keeps appearing in our research.  

  

Riki Kretschmar  

Riki was dyslexic as a child and developed other coping systems without 

realizing at the time. She was dowsing and using mind games since forever.  

My blessing is to have access to these wonderful tools, as there were no 

books on our path of Ormus research.  
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Pam Kristan  

  

Pam Kristan has offered time management and personal organization skills 

training and consulting for over 30 years, helping thousands of individuals and 

organizations find practical, creative strategies to make their lives effective and 

comfortable. She is author of Awakening in Time: Practical Time Management for 

Those on a Spiritual Path (2010) and The Spirit of Getting Organized: 12 Skills to 

Find Meaning and Power in Your Stuff (2003). Started dowsing twenty years ago 

and uses dowsing every day to manage time.  

  

  

  

Ann Lieb  

  

A long-term channel, dowser, and metaphysician, Ann is an ordained interfaith 

minister (One Spirit Interfaith Seminary, 2009), and end of life doula. Ann crafts hair 

wreaths - no two are the same- which have through guidance named themselves 

Wreaths of Power, Woven with Magic, Miracles, and Unconditional Love, Fairie 

Garlands, Goddess Crowns. She serves the People of the City of New York as an 

attorney.  

  

  

  

   

  

Roxanne Louise  

Roxanne Louise is a frequent presenter at ASD national and regional conventions. She is 

also the Founder of Central Virginia Dowsers based in Charlottesville, and 

Facilitator for ASD monthly Dowsing Support and Continuing Education 

Teleconferences. As a hypnotherapist, she has received five national awards 

including for lifetime achievement, and presents at multiple national hypnosis 

conferences annually. She is author of several books including pendulum 

dowsing, accessing internal resources (The Infinite Intelligence Process), 

selfhypnosis, Reiki, mind-body healing, stop smoking, and more. Her specialty is in locating 

and resolving mental and emotional issues, which then has profound implications upon well-

being.  

  

Marty Lucas  

Marty is a former President of ASD, a current Trustee and a board member of 

the United States Psychotronic Association. He is a full time Radionics teacher, 

consultant and practitioner. He specializes in innovative research in subtle 

energy techniques and technologies. Marty is known for his fast-moving, 

informative and entertaining teaching style.  

  



Catriona MacGregor  

Catriona (Gaelic for Catherine) is a spiritual teacher who has helped thousands 

of people find greater meaning, and fulfillment. She is the Founder of Nature 

Quest and leads spiritual retreats in the US and internationally. Since childhood, 

Catriona has had mystical experiences in nature that have provided her with a 

profound understanding of the natural world. Catriona gently helps people to 

rediscover their essence through thoughtful nature-based exercises, shamanic 

journeys & spiritual retreats. People from eight different countries have 

experienced deep personal transformation through participating in Catriona's 

offerings.  Catriona’s book, “Partnering with Nature: The Wild Path to Connecting with 

the Earth” was awarded a Gold Medal from the 2011 Nautilus Book Award, that 

recognizes "world-changing books that inspire the reader to new possibilities for a 

better world." Previous winners include His Holiness The Dalai Lama, Deepak Chopra, 

& Thich Nhat Hanh". www.naturequests.org.  

  

Clifford Michaels  

I have 25 years of public speaking experience from my day job working in 

the financial services industry. The presentation, Methods for Spiritual 

Expansion and Clarifying Your Life Purpose, I have given many times at 

spiritual expo's and fairs, etc. The one time we filmed this presentation the 

film came out too dark to use elsewhere - was very frustrating. Web site: 

www. Harnessingheaven.com  

  

Kathleen Miller  

Kathleen Miller has over 35 years of experience in wellness and holistic nursing, 

and holds a strong interest in Creative Arts Therapies, Sacred Dance, and 

Spirituality in Healing. She completed a Master’s Degree in Holistic Studies and 

Healing Arts through Lesley University, and a PhD in Spirituality through 

Westbrook University. Kathleen has taught spiritually focused belly dance for 

many years, and studied with The Goddess Dancing teachers training program.  

As a member of ASD, the Annual Conference is an event and adventure that 

she looks forward to every year!  

  

Susan Miller  

Susan Miller has been on the spiritual path since she was a small child. She 

has studied many world religions and participated in many rituals and retreats 

of the Christian, Buddhist, and Hindu, African, Pagan and Native American 

traditions. Susan has facilitated and/or taught retreats and classes on many 

topics including The Akashic Records, Women’s Spirituality, Vision Boards, 

Dowsing, Energy Healing, Reiki and West African Drumming. Susan is a 

Certified Advanced Practitioner into the Heart of the Akashic Records 

Presented by the Center for Akashic Studies of Linda Howe, Tong Ren Practitioner (continued)  
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through the Tom Tam Oriental Culture Institute, Reiki Master/ Teacher in the Usui Reiki Healing 

Arts, Registered Karuna Reiki I & II Practitioner, Certified Realm Reader from Doreen Virtue, 

Emotion Code, Artist, Photographer, Naturalist, Kids Yoga Teacher, Dowser, Psychic, and 

Master Teacher in Magnified Healing.  Susan has a Bachelor Degree in Economics from the 

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.  

  

Trent Millet  

Aime "Trent" Millet is president of the Mohawk-Hudson Dowsers& teaches 

dowsing & Radionics and does informational lectures and workshops on 

water nationwide. He holds a certificate in Bio-harmonics; he is considered 

an expert on the healing properties of water also doing workshops on  

"Radionics”, “Intentional healing and Healing Devices”, “Actualizing and 

using intention.”  He developed the “Optic-phonic” system of  

communicating with water. .He does informational tours of the mineral 

water of Saratoga. Trent also trains people in the use and design of intentional and radionics 

devices for the home, garden and first aid.  

  

Garry Nichols  

Garry Nichols studied painting at the National Art School, in Sydney and at the  

New York Studio School.  Since 1986, exhibitions in New York include White 

Columns, the Drawing Center, Artists Space, Pierogi Gallery and Sideshow 

Gallery. His work is included in collections in New York, Japan and Australia.  

Selected awards include Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts, Grant for Painting,  

Gottlieb Foundation Emergency Grant and New York Foundation for the Arts  

Fellowship in Painting. Garry has taught painting and drawing at Parsons School  

of Design New York, Chattauqua Institute New York State, National Academy of Design New 

York and National Art School, Australia.  He gave two talks - "Artwork and Dowsing" at the 

Manhattan Chapter and Long Island Chapter of ASD in 2014. The same lecture conducted at 

the NSW Society of Dowsing in Australia 2017.  Garry has been a practicing Dowser for 30 

years.  www.garrynichols.com  

  

LeeAnn Potter  

Lee Ann is a gifted medical intuitive, and has been all of her adult life. She 

works closely with the spirit energies around her, and uses energy to correct 

issues around and with the human body. This work has become deeply spiritual; 

she see the underlying energies in everything – where they are not what they 

should be, and how they interact. She routinely communicate with spirits, on 

occasion helping them return to source, and she works to remove spells and 

curses from others in order to remove their effects. She performs past life 

regressions with people, conducting it in a way that people experience the past in the first 

person. They have the opportunity to see how people they are friends with may have been with 

them in a past life.  
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Joan Reid  

Joan Reid CHT is an artist, teacher and energy worker. She has been a dowser 

most of her life and has been a part of The American Society of Dowsers (ASD) 

for 23 years. Since 1995, she has been an instructor, and a director for the ASD 

Basic   School at the annual conventions. Joan taught art for over 35 years and 

retired    from teaching in NYS public schools. She is still teaching and has classes 

and   workshops in her studio in the Shirt Factory in Glens Falls, NY. Joan  

loves to help her students become aware of their inner abilities. As a Clinical Hypnotherapist, 

Reiki Master,  and Hawaiian Energetics practitioner, she maintains an office seeing clients and 

teaching  classes in meditation, dowsing, dream work, trusting your intuition, listening to your 

inner voice child through art & imagery, and drawing & painting. She builds labyrinths, is a 

speaker for  Fibromyalgia groups, and is a bee Keeper. In 2015, Joan was awarded the 

“Educator of the  Year” award at the American Society of Dowsers National Convention.  

  

  

Susan Rose  

Susan Rose shares her channeled information across North America. She 

is a Master Dowser, speaker, author and clairaudient. A recognized expert 

in the field of subtle energy, she loves to teach the world new ways to 

create intentional change through channeled protocols for being healthier, 

zapping emotional baggage and living well. She is trained in Traditional  

Chinese Medicine, Energy Psychology, Psychoneuro-immunology and  

Holographic Memory Resolution. She practices as an intuitive Holistic Coach and Energy 

Healer. Find her at www.heartofwellbeing.ca.  

  

Richard Roy   

  Richard Roy has been dowsing for more than 40 years. He started the French   

chapter in Quebec in 1992 that is still active. Richard has taught at the Basic   

Dowsing School for many years. He volunteers in Haiti where he has taught    

dowsing, dowsed wells, drilled wells, repaired pumps, and made bio sand filters.   

He has also taught dowsing in Guatemala.  

   

 

Lisa Schermerhorn  

Lisa Schermerhorn is a Certified Hypnotherapist, Energy Medicine Practitioner,  

Shamanic Practitioner and currently studying Alchemy at Damanhur University in  

Italy. Lisa owned Indigo Wellness Center in Duxbury, MA, and currently lives in 

Vermont and has offices in Waitsfield and Montpelier, VT. Lisa is on the board of 

the Mad River Valley Wellness Alliance in Vermont, Past President of the 

Woman’s Club of Concord, graduate of Leadership Greater Concord, NH and  

Leadership Champlain, VT. She is also a professional speaker and has spoken 

for the Depression Bipolar Support Alliance of Boston at McLean Hospital,       (continued) 
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Women Inspiring Women, Plymouth State University, NH Council on Aging, The Northfield 

Conference and the NH Charitable Foundation.  www.lisaschermerhorncoaching.com   

 

 

Madis Senner  

Madis Senner is a former global money manager turned Seeker. He is a 

Keeper, watching over and spiritually cleansing/enhancing several sacred 

sites. He has written for the NY Times, Wisdom and regularly for the ASD 

Digest. He is a proponent and developer of the Eastern Hermetic School 

of Geomancy. His latest book is Sacred Sites in North Star Country: 

Places in Greater New York State That Changed the World. His other are  

Vortices and Spirals, Unlocking the Mystery of Our Dynamic Relationship with Mother Earth and 

The Way Home, Making Heaven on Earth. You can read his musings at 

www.motherearthprayers.blogspot.com.  

  

Susan Shumsky  

Dr. Susan Shumsky dedicates her life to helping people take command of their 

lives in highly effective, powerful, positive ways. She is a highly respected 

spiritual teacher, and best-selling, award-winning author of 14 books. A 

pioneer in the human potential field, she has taught meditation, prayer, 

affirmation, and intuition to thousands worldwide for over 50 years. Her books 

include Miracle Prayer, Divine Revelation, Exploring Meditation, Exploring  

Auras, Exploring Chakras, How to Hear the Voice of God, Ascension, Instant Healing, The  

Power of Auras, The Power of Chakras, Awaken Your Third Eye, Awaken Your Divine Intuition, 

Color Your Chakras, and Maharishi & Me. Dr. Shumsky is founder of Divine Revelation®—a 

unique field-proven technology for contacting the divine presence, hearing and testing the inner 

voice, and receiving clear divine guidance. Her websites are www.drsusan.org and 

www.divinetravels.com.  

  

Aaron Singleton  

Aaron L. Singleton, LMT, MHt, CST, EOLMTT  

Inventor, Visionary & Founder of The Energy of Life  Integrative and Intuitive 

Healing Process, Aaron is a Master Healer-Teacher with incredible intuitive 

insight and ability to employ multiple energy frequencies simultaneously. His 

manipulation of solar, electro-magnetic and scalar wave energies to create 

healing vortices consistently amazes thousands of clients and students. With Sue 

Singleton, he co-founded The EOL Tools for Healing, workshops and The Way To Balance 

Center in Massachusetts.  
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Sue Singleton  

Sue H. Singleton, BA, MBA, Author, Medical Intuitive, MHt, CST, EOLMTT An 

internationally renowned Medical Intuitive & Master Healer-Teacher, with 28+ 

years of experience, Sue has performed well over 8,500 Readings. Clients seek 

her highly detailed, accurate health insights and combination of 40+ modalities 

for healing and transformation. Sue Singleton is the author of the highly 

acclaimed book, Nine Simple Laws to Create Joy and Grace: A Comprehensive  

Guide to Manifestation and Co-Founder of The Way To Balance Center, where she & Aaron 

cocreate many healing tools, healing modalities and workshops. Sue translates complex 

spiritual and health insights and concepts into simple terms with humor.  

  

Barbara Stone  

Barbara Stone is an author, Soul Detective trainer, bilingual psychotherapist, and 

Professor at Energy Medicine University. Dr. Stone developed Soul Detective 

protocols to find the hidden factors behind emotional and mental disorders. Her 

books Invisible Roots and Transforming Fear into Gold show how problems in the 

spiritual world may have a detrimental effect on functioning and how to resolve 

the issues with the protocols she developed. Dr. Stone is also a musician,  

gardener, and Licensed Social Worker in the state of Ohio. She holds a doctorate in clinical 

psychology from Pacifica Graduate Institute in Carpinteria, California. Website: 

www.SoulDetective.net  

  

John Thompson  

John Thompson began his business career in 1967 as a CPA specializing in 

taxation. However, his life journey was completely changed in 1976, when he 

was introduced to Touch for Health, Reflexology and took the first of 17 trips 

to investigate the magical, mystical land of India. During the past 38 years, he 

has spent time with and learned from a number of advanced teachers from 

both the East and the West. John delights in helping people see more clearly 

their Divine identity.  

  

Dr Adhi Two Owls  

Dr. Adhi Two Owls is a trained shaman, artist and mischief-maker. She works to 

bring people closer to the earth and their creative muse. She inspires groups of all 

ages to find magic in the world that creates positive change and empowers 

communities with love and hope. Dr. Adhi has her PhD. in Therapeutic Counselling 

and Philosophy for her research in how indigenous traditional healing methods are 

affective for wellness. Dr. Adhi served on the Board of ASD from 2009 to 2015 and  

was present for a short term in 2016.  

  

 



Gale West  

Artist, Shaman, Transformational Coach and Money Mentor, Gale West, 

M.A., MFA, IFSPC, brings more than 30 years of experience to her work. 

She is passionate about supporting those who are making a difference and 

bringing more soul into the world, to be magnificently successful. Her 

upcoming book, “Money, Come Dance with Me,” brings a spiritual 

perspective to healing money wounds globally and individually. She offers 

group workshops and retreats internationally and online, along with individual 

coaching.  

  

William Wiand  

Dowsing is one of the tools that Bill uses in his daily life to assist him in 

getting the information he needs to make informed decisions. Teaching 

and sharing of information has always been important to Bill. He has 

been providing direction since 1993 through adult education programs, 

community & business organizations, individual consultations, hospital & 

wellness center programs and college programs. He has been doing  

classes for the Mount Saint Mary College L.I.F.E. program since 2009. 

Bill facilitates classes on UFOs, dowsing, and dream interpretation, how to hone your psychic 

skills, other metaphysical & esoteric subjects, remote viewing and many other topics such as 

today is selection. Bill has been a dowser since 1994.  

  

 

  


